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Review Summary: ET on speed. Maybe LSD? Would you believe aspirin, perhaps…? 
This is a brilliant novel. The alien is quite marvellous and the supporting cast all add real value to the story.   
Thrust from the distant planet of Utorb and onto post WW2 earth for a ‘volunteer’ mission, Piyat the 
terrified alien is soon captured by the army, subsequently commandeered by the CIA and forced into a 
substance abuse program. Brilliant storytelling. 
 
Rating: 93%  
 
Review in a bit more detail:  
I received a free copy of this book to write an honest review. But I liked it so much I’d buy it.  
 
Thrust from the distant planet of Utorb and onto post WW2 earth for a ‘volunteer’ mission, an hysterical and 
screaming Piyat the alien is soon captured by the army, subsequently commandeered by the CIA and forced 
into substance abuse programs.  
 
With quotes like: “If you scream again I will thwack you senseless” and “In all the universe, the only thing I 
wanted was to scratch my butt”, it is clear that Piyat’s journey to earth was going to be an interesting one for 
the reader.  
 
Project HALFSHEEP drifts between the first alien point of view of Piyat and the third person viewpoint of 
the various operatives assigned to care for the Utorbian. Not a style of writing I’d attempt, but I think Susan 
Hasler manages to do it brilliantly.  
 
The book pokes fun at the US government’s treatment of an alien that is clearly far more intelligent than 
most of the operatives who are appointed handlers. At times the storyline reminded me of the old ‘spiders are 
as scared of us as we are of them’ viewpoint…! It carries along at a good pace and with an excellent dose of 
great humour while also casting a critical eye over the darker side of human nature. Piyat is also fortunate 
enough to find true care from a couple of the key characters.  
 
As I mentioned in the review summary, this is a brilliant novel. The alien is quite marvellously presented and 
fleshed out. The supporting cast and Piyat’s interactions with them add real value to the story. The underlying 
(and quite often front-and-centre) paranoia of cold war America is used well both as a backdrop and key plot 
points.  
 
This book should appeal to pretty much anyone. There are elements of humour, sci-fi and a decent CIA/ 
government agency story all wrapped up in a cold war environment that is quite expertly blended together.  
 
Pete Diggins 
19 July 2014 
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